1000 NAIRA

POSITION OF SECURITY FEATURES

FRONT

- INTAGLIO RAISED PRINT
- PORTRAIT WATERMARK
- OPTICALLY VIARABLE INK (changes from blue to green with change in view angle)
- KINEGRAM (With image of N1000 and Coat of Arms)

BACK

- IRIDESCENT BAND
- WINDOWED METALLIC SECURITY THREAD
- SEE THROUGH (PRINTING IN REGISTER)
- RAISED INTAGLIO PRINT
500 NAIRA

PUBLIC SECURITY FEATURES

- HAND ENGRAVED PORTRAIT
- WINDOWED METALLIC SECURITY THREAD (With CBN Inscription)
- PORTRAIT WATERMARK
- CBN 500 WATERMARK
- OPTICALLY VARIABLE INK (changes from blue to green with change in view angle)
- SILVER PATCH (ANTISCAN) WITH EMBOSSED COAT OF ARM
- SEE THROUGH (PRINTING IN REGISTER)
- RAISED INTAGLIO PRINT
200 NAIRA

PUBLIC SECURITY FEATURES

- HAND ENGRAVED PORTRAIT
- WINDOWED METALLIC SECURITY THREAD (With CBN Inscription)
- PORTRAIT WATERMARK
- CBN 200 WATERMARK
- OPTICALLY VARIABLE INK (changes from blue to green with change in view angle)
- GOLD PATCH (ANTISCAN) WITH EMBOSSED COAT OF ARM
- SEE THROUGH (PRINTING IN REGISTER)
- RAISED INTAGLIO PRINT